Providing the Industry’s Only End-to-End Solution™ To Better Serve You, Our Customers.
LEGENDARY. REVOLUTIONARY.

OPW and Tokheim are two legendary brands. For more than 120 years, each brand has been leading the way in fueling solutions – known around the world for their revolutionary innovation, unparalleled product breadth and quality, engineering excellence, unmatched global distribution and exceptional customer satisfaction.

Today, OPW and Tokheim are a cohesive global force joined by a singular mission: produce the highest quality fueling solutions in the world that enable marketers to provide for the safest, most efficient, reliable, competitive, environmentally-responsible and customer-friendly fueling operations possible.

A global leader in retail and commercial fueling solutions since 1892

• The Ohio Pattern Works (OPW) & Foundry company was founded by Victor Tresise and Joseph Hausfeld with $390
• Inventor of the first automatic fueling nozzle
• Introduced the Station-in-a-Box fuel-site concept – an integrated site solution from a single manufacturer

1898

• Tokheim began in an Iowa hardware store by merchant John J. Tokheim
• Invented the first fueling dispenser – the revolutionary Tokheim Dome Oil Pump
• Introduced integrated site systems to enable smarter, more secure fuel retailing and information management
WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED

Together, OPW and Tokheim can deliver an End-to-End Solution™ with unmatched benefits, service and value, no matter where you are in the world.

OPW Tokheim Coverage
The OPW Tokheim End-to-End Solution™ is the only fully integrated fuel-handling, management and monitoring solution where all system components are designed to work in unison to provide the utmost in fueling reliability and performance.
END-TO-END SOLUTION

BENETY GROUND PRODUCTS
- Flexible Piping Systems
- Composite Manhole Covers
- Spill Containers, Monitoring Wells, Caps, Adaptors & Tank Vents
- Overfill Prevention & Shut-off Valves
- Tank Sumps & Fittings
- Tank Gauges, Probes & Sensors

TANK GAUGING

CARWASH SYSTEMS
- Touchless Carwash
- Friction Carwash